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Finely Finished (3 hour)

Supply  List 

The workshop will explore the world of bindings.  What size to cut your strips. What is the di�erence between straight grain and 
bias binding. How to create perfect mitred corners. Add a bit of �air by using a binding with a �ange.  Applying totally by 
machine using a straight stitch and decorative stitches iwll be explored.  The workshop will help to hone your skills in applying 
bindings to your quilts and discover ways to add a little bit of punch to the outsides of edges of your quilts.

SUPPLIES 

Fabric scissors
Small scissors to clip threads
Neutral thread for piecing
#Thread that matches and also contrasts with your fabric 
 - this will be used for topstitching your binding and also 
 decorative stitches
Pins and or binding clips
Marking tools to mark reference lines on fabric
Seam ripper
Rotary cutter with a new blade
Small Rotary cutter mat (ok to share a mat with others)
Small Rotary Cutting Ruler

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

#5 (�ve) quilt sandwiches 12” x 12” (top fabric/batting/backing).  These could just be muslin or scrap fabric
#1 yard of fabric to use for creating bindings
#1/8 yard of fabric for use in making �ange binding.

A note about fabric choices;

We will be making some practice pieces in learning how to create various styles of bindings.  The quilt sandwiches can be 
from any fabric.  Your 1 yard of binding fabric should be something that would work as a binding on your quilt sandwich-
es.  The 1/8 yard of fabric for the �ange binding should be something that contrasts with your binding and quilt sandwich.

SEWING MACHINE

Clean and oil your machine before class
1/4” Foot/Patchwork Foot
Single hole stright stich plate and decorative 
hole stitch plate
80/14 Microtex Needle
Manual for your sewing Machine
If your machine has a dual feed feature that is 
great, if it doesn’t bring your walking foot if you 
have one.  If you don’t have a walking foot, that 
is �ne.

  #  CLASS KIT

A class kit is available for $15.  This kit will include the �ve quilt 
sandwiches, binding fabric for all the bindings (including the �ange 
binding) and also thread to use to apply the bindings.  All you need to 

do is bring your sewing machine and other supplies that are listed.
You must pre-order your class kit for the class!


